Honesty is Still the Best Policy (Part 1) – For the Teacher

Here are a few debate questions for paragraphs 1 and 2 of “Honesty”. They are to be found at the end of podcast No. 18. If the students are working in a lab or with their MP3 players in class or at home, they can first take down these questions as dictation before discussing them. Then they can check them against a key that you project. (You can also write the questions on the board). Of course you can add other questions of your own or look at the essay assignment for suggestions, but only the ones below are on the recording. (It is best for the students to change partners at this stage or get into groups of three with new partners).

1. Are there times when it is better not to tell the truth, i.e. are there any limits to “honesty”?
2. Should students, doctors, lawyers, engineers, athletes, bankers, etc. be severely punished for cheating?
3. To what extent can we trust the media when they are privately owned or even when they are public services?
4. Do certain TV ads give a dishonest picture of the product being promoted? Give examples.

Advice to the teacher:

• It is best to do parts 1 and 2 of “Honesty” (Podcasts 18 & 19) on separate days.
• At the end of this first session you can (if you wish) open up the debate to the whole class and ask the students what they heard from their classmates without mentioning any names. In this way the debate is not about what they think “personally”, but more about what “people in general” think as regards honesty.
• For homework:
  o There is an essay to be written on questions concerning the theme “Honesty” (to be done after either the 1st or 2nd session( cf. Honesty - Assignment Essay.pdf)
  o And students should definitely learn the text by heart—one part each time. There is much useful vocabulary and/or grammar that often appears in international exams. Have them recite to a partner the following time (the due date) but never have them recite in front of the whole class.
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